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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report contains the analysis done in develo!.-.,ino..
a recovery system for the Shuttle-C cargo vehicle, This
recovery system is comprised oT a reentry capsule _,_iTich
houses the vehicles avi_._ni__s. The ...av:ionic-.sare c_Jn_:a_r;_=,iin
a single package which is extracted from the capsuie i::..,ythe
parachute recovery system. The Shut.tle-C wil! be able to
satisfy NASA_s design and mission requirements. Inc:iuded,
is an analysis of the structural,, thermal protection, and
parachute recovery systems. A discussion of the merii-s c_f
the proposed system is also included.
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INTRODUCTION
The design and development of a shuttle cargo
(Shuttle-C) heavy lift vehicle was recommended in the
USRA/NASA design proposal suPmitted Fall quarter IS'88_
The Shuttle-C design would incorporate existing si_ace
technology wherever possible. The vehicle configuration
and supporting elements would utilize developed and 0roven
NSTS or other existing hardware, software, and operat, ionai.
procedures to the fullest extent practical. Tine Shuttie-C
vehicle is to be compatible with the NSTS transportatkon
system, launch site facilities, ground support eqLtipment,
and launch processing systems, except wlnere deviati_]n is
required 'to satisfy Shuttle-C objectives. Figure i
illustrates the Shuttle-C launch configuration.
Since the submission of the proposal, NASA has
announced plans to begin construction of a 0rototype, fully
expendable Slnuttle-C vehicle. However, in order to reduce
the life-cycle-cost of the Shuttle-C program, t!ne 0es_gr_
team chose to pursue the development of methods of
recovering the vehicle's SSME's and avionics. The
incorporation of a recovery system will not compromise tiqe
Shuttle-C's ability to fulfill NASA's design reouirement._ _._r
mission objectives.
DISCUSSION OF RECOVERY OPTIONS
The relative advantages and disadvantages of _our
Shuttle-C recovery options are summarized in this section°
These options are: recovery of the SSME_s by modifie(_
boattail atmospheric reentry_ recovery of both the SSME_s
and the avionics by P/A module reentry_ recovery (_f _he
avionics by EVA and return on a manned shuttle flight_, and
recovery oT the avionics by avionics capsule reentry Ea(:i7
design option is evaluated in terms of development time_
cost_ and its compatibility with the existing National Spa_ze
Transportation System.
P/A Module
The propulsion/avionics module is the most attractive
option in that both main engines and avionics are recevered.
However, a P/A module requires the complete redesign o4 the
propulsive system's housing and attachment with the payload
carrier. Two major obstacles associated with this re_esigr_
are: the successful interface of the P/A module witln the
existing National Space Transportation System and the
protection of the avionics from the heat and vibrations
generated by the Shuttle-C _s propulsion systems. The
development time and cost required to solve these problems
eliminates the P/A module as a viable Shuttie-C recovery
option.
Mcdified Boattai 1
Unlike the P/A module._ this option calls for minimal
redesign o÷ the existing shuttle 0oattaii to ensur-e
compatibility with existing NSTS .facilities and reduce
development time. The boattail;s structure and thermal
protection system would both have to be redesigned. Because
the boattail"s aTt cross-sectional area is greater than the
cross-sectional area of the boattail-payload carrier
interface., an ablative heat shield appended to the front of
the boattail provides inadequate thermal pr,otection_ -_he
bcattail:s reaction control system needs to be _econfi_L,.red
to both provide attitude .control for the seoarate_J boat i;aiil.
and to maintain., in conjunction with the nose cone"s
reaction control system., control over all six degrees of
_reedom for the entire Shuttle-C vehicle. A secondary
avionics package would have to be installed in the boattaii
to provide autonomous guidance., navigation., and control.
Therefore., the money and time required to redesign., deveiop_
test, and evaluate a boattail reentry system exceeds tlne net
return of recovering the SSME_s. This conclusion is furtk"_er
strengthened by NASA"s announcement that the SSME_s life
span is rated at ten flights: and that only SSME_s with one
_light remaining would be used on Shuttie-C missions.
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Manned Recovery of the Avionics
Recovery of the avionics by EVA requires only mini_ai
design alterations to NASA_s Tully expendable_ prototype
design. Thus_ this option is advantageous from a
development time and cost standpoint. However_ recc_very is
dependent upon the ability of the manned shuttle program_
Since the Challenger accident_ the manned program has been
pressed to meet the needs of the Defense Department and tine
scientific community. The addition of a manned shuttle
mission designed to recover the Shuttle-C_s avionics is
inconsistent with the findings of the President's Commission
on the Challenger accident. The commission found "the
capabilities of the system (the space shuttle program) were
stretched to the limit to support the flight rate in _inter
1985/1986." (1:176) As a result of this conclusion_ mannee
recovery of the avionics by EVA was abandoned.
Avioni_$ Reentry Module
This recovery option utilizes developed and prove_7
space technology to the fullest extent; conic shaped reentry
vehicles have been used since the early manneO space
programs. The conic nose of the Shuttle-C would be replaced
by a conic shaped reentry capsule which would contain tine
avionics package. The capsule's structure and thermal
protection system would have to be designed to accommodate
the loads and heating rates experienced during low lift
reentry. The reaction contrcll system must maneuver the
capsule away from the payload carrier and maintain attitude
control _uring reentry. The principal merits of tlnis design
are: easy integration with the existing NSTS program an_ a
minimal design, development, test, and evaluation 0eriod.
Therefore_ the design team selected to pursue the avi,:_niss
reentry module option.
The avionics reentry capsule consists of three
subsystems: a conic shroud, an avionics package_ and a
three stage parachute recovery system. Figure 2 displays
the reentry capsule and each of these components. A typical.
mission profile _or a Shuttle-C vehicle outfitted _ith an
avionics recovery system follows. (Figure 3)
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MISSION PROFILE
I •
Ill.
IV.
INTEGRATION OF VEHICLE
An
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
Cargo vehicle is shipped from production center _o
Cape Kennedy,
Vehicle is "turned on" and the electrical and
hydraulic systems are checked.
The solid rocket boosters and "_ ._ te,.,uernai .f,Lpl ,_an_.::
are mated to the vehicle.
The SSME's are mounted into the vehicle.
Cargo is integrated into the cargo bay.
Vehicle is rolled out to the pad.
THE LAUNCH
Am
B.
C.
Final vehicle flight readiness checks are made.
Weather conditions and launch windows are checked,
Vehicle launches.
a. Main engines ignite.
b. Vehicle clears tower and control switches
from Cape Kennedy to Houston•
c. Vehicle rolls onto its back.
d. Vehicle passes through maximum dynamic
pressure.
e. Solid rocket boosters are released.
f. Main engines are cut off. (MECO)
g. External tank is jettisoned.
h. OMS engines burn to place the vehicle in a
28.5 degree 220 nm orbit.
EXECUTION OF THE MISSION
Am
B.
CI
bl
E.
Vehicle verifies its orbit and corrects for error_
Vehicle blows off cargo bay doors to release
launch heat and expose cargo.
Vehicle maneuvers to a position to depioy cargo or
prepares to dock with the space station,,
Vehicle unloads cargo or docks with space station_
Vehicle prepares for deorbit.
DEORBIT
A. Vehicle places itself on a deorbit vector for a
specified landing coordinate.
B. Vehicle uses the reaction control system to
position itself for retro firing. (Nose pointing
opposite the velocity vector)
C. OMS burn reduces the velocity of the vehicle.
D. Electrical system is turned off except to the nose
cone in order to prevent fires during separation.
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V.
Ea
_m
Avionics capsule separates from the cargo bay.
a. Once clear automatic thrusters on the
cargo bay will begin a slow tumble of
the remainder of the vehicle to ensure
burn up.
Avionics capsule, using its independent contr_l
system, guides itself onto the proper reent_'-y
vector.
REENTRY
A. Avionics capsule begins to enter the atmosphere.
B. Heating reaches maximum and blackout of
communications occurs.
C. Aerodynamic effects Inelp to stabilize tine vehicle.
D. Mortar deploys drogue parachute.
E. Second stage parachute deploys and the avionics
package is extracted from the capsule.
F. Third stage flexible wing is deployed.
G. Flexible wing is guided to the dry lake bed at
Edward's Air Force Base by radio control.
H. Avionics package lands on skids on the dry lake
bed.
I. Avionics are removed_ refurbished and prepared Eor
the next Shuttle-C flight.
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PAYLOAD REQUIREMENTS
The incorporation of the avionics recovery syssem will
not compromise the Shuttle-C_s ability to satisfy NASA_s
mission requirements. This section demonstrates that the
Shuttle-C with the additional weight of the recovery system
can fulfill the primary payload requirement: the olacement
oT at least I00_000 pounds into a circular 220 nmi ].ow ear tin
orbit with a 28.5 degree inclination. The velocity required
to maintain a circular orbit is determined from the
following expression. (2:34)
I )
For a 220 nmi circular orbit the required velocity is
25_146.023 ft/s. This required velocity must be attainea by
the Shuttle-C after its final burn to achieve this circular
orbit.
The equation of motion for the Shuttle-C is (2:6)
mxV-T-W (2)
8
The drag force is assumed negligible in comparison to the
thrust and weight forces. The final velocity of the Shuttle
is determined by integrating the eouation of motion
The gravity term in the equation varies inversely as the
square of the distance from the center of the earth.
(3:380)
(4
The instantaneous weight depends upon the shuttle's stages
of flight: initial boost_ second stage_ or glide stage.
In the initial boost stage_ the instantaneous weight is
given by
w = '_5
The Shuttle-C_s total takeoff weight is detailed in Tables 1
and 2. For the second stage, the instantaneous weight is
given by equation (5) minus the SRB weight term. Du_ino the
third stage_ the glide stage_ the change in velocity is
negligible (see figure 4).
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Table I. Shuttle-C Weight Breakdown
Weight (ib÷)
SRB Propellant - 1,107,201
Inert - 193,155
Subtotal
ET Propellant - 1,603,431
Inert - 67,998
Subtotal
Shutt]e-C
Payload - 150,000
Strongback - 17,448
Shroud - 7,682
Payload Carrier - 24,181
Boattail - 55,197
Nose Cone - 11,020
Subtotal
1,300,356
1,671,429
265.528
Table 2. Payload Carrier Subsystem Detail Weight
Structures
Avionics & Electrical Power System
Separation Systems
Induced Environmental Protection
Contingency (Total)
Payload Carrier Weight (Dry)
Payload Carrier Weight On-Orbit (Dry)
Weight (ibf)
' _ 778
4,610
1,043
249
4,372
36, C"=_
24,181
The top main engine is pitched 16.0 degrees and tlne
bottom two main engines are pitched at 13.5 an0 yawed at 3.5
degrees. (4:_) As with the instantaneous weight, the
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thrust depends upon the shuttle's stages of flight.
initial boost stage the thrust is given by
i n t 17e
T = 2 T SRB + T SSM_ cos 16 ° + 2 T SSME cos 13.5 ° cos 3.5 °
In the second stage, tlne tlnrust is given by eQuati(z,n (6
minus the SRB"s thrust. The third stage thrust is
negligible. The thrust terms on the right side of equal_ion
(6) are a function of altitude and are calculated from tine
following equation (5:5)
T (X)= T,l +( P_I" P(x) )A_ '7 )
The thrust of a SSME and a SRB as a function of altitucie are
shown in Figures 5 and 6.
The solution to equation (3) cannot be readily ob__a ned
due to the complexity of the variables: but by using a
step-wise integration with a time step of two seconds_ the
velocity history over the first and second stages is
determined and shown in Figure 7. The velocity at the en0
of the second stage, the final velocity; equals 25q220.2
ft/sec_ enabling the Shuttle-C to achieve a stable 220 nmi
orbit.
II
AVIONICS CAPSULE REENTRYANALYSIS
The avionics capsule is designed for a Mercury type
capsule reentry with a carbon phenolic ablative heat shield
at the base and a molybdenum-beryllium thermal orotection
system tapering up the sides (Figure 8). The capsule wiill
reenter the atmosphere at an angle of attack which ensu_-es
that the maximum heated zone occurs at the base. Angle of
attack is defined as the angle between the relative velocity
vector and the x-axis of the capsule, see Figure 9o This
angle of attack restriction limits the options For reentry
trajectory to: ballistic entry (lift-to-drag ratio eoual to
zero) at initial flight path angles ranging_ from five to 90
degrees and reentry with lift-to-drag ratios between 0.25
and 1.00 at initial flight path angles ranging_ from tinree
to 15.0 degrees. (7:6) Lift-to-drag ratios higher than 0°25
require angles of attack that expose the shroud sides to
temperature gradients greater than the molybdenum-beryllium
thermal protection system can withstand and must be avoided.
The reentry parameters; i.e., heat transfer and deceleration
force, associated with both types of reentry are examined in
the following sections.
Drag Coefficient
Both reentry trajectories depend upon the capsuie_s
drag coefficient. The major contribution to the capsuie_s
drag is pressure drag; skin friction is negligible. For
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preliminary drag coefficient calculations, the capsule's
geometry is approximated as a conical nose witl7 an spherical
base and a sharp, pointed top. (See Figure 10) The
variation in drag coefficient with angle of attack is
assumed negligible. Thus., the total drag force coefficient
is equal to the axial force coefficient at zero anole o-P
attack. The zero lift pressure drag coefficient for i._odies
oT revolution is given by (8:1-3)
;
-_2_ C.py dY
CD-y_ _. dx
(LD_i
For Math numbers, ranging between two and thirty, the fic_
field can be modeled with Newtonian theory. (9:_84-486>
Mach numbers below two are not considered because parachute
system deployment is expected around Math two. The pressure
coefficient is given by
Ci,=_sin2# _:91_
where
and
P-
P- 4 ,Mi- ]
Ii)
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For initial design calculations the ratio of specific heats
for air will be considered constant and equal to I..4 at all
altitudes. Upon substituting the appropriate geometry int_.s
the above relations, the drag coefficient becomes a function
of the freestream Math number alone. The relationship
between Mach number and drag coe_,_icient is !:_resenzed in
Figure II.
Anqle of Attack
To generate lift, the capsule must be at a negative
angle of attack. The optimum lift-to-_rag ratio for the
cone is about 0.25. The relationship between lift and drag
forces with normal and a;.:ial forces is
L =Ncos _=A sin ¢z
D =N sin cz +A sin o_
'12)
13)
Assuming that the normal force is negligible, the
lift-to-drag ratio is obtained by dividing equation
by equation (13).
(12)
<14)
Solving for the angle of attack yields
(1 = -14.0 degrees
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In order to generate a lift-to-drag ratio equal to 0_.25_ the
shroud will enter the atmosphere at arn angle of attack equal
to negative fourteen degrees.
Ballistic Reentry
A first order velocity and fliont path angle soiutior7
for ballistic entry (L/D=O) at large initial flight patln
angles: ranging from five to 90 degrees is given by
ref 7:103-104. The flight path angle at any time after
reentry is a function of altitude., velocity and the initial
reentry state; i.e.: initial reentry velocity and flight
COSe= Pose { I:)f )
path angle.
:L5 ,',
Since_ I/BRo = 1/900 for earth
P )((1
16)
equation (15) reduces to
cos e = cos ot 17
Thus, for ballistic reentry the flight path angle can be
considered to be constant. The instantaneous vehicle
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velocity is a function of altitude, the geometrical and
aerodynamical characteristics oT the reentry vehicle, and
initial reentry state.
(i8)
The deceleration experienced by the vehir_-le is
(1 9 >
and the maximum deceleration is a function o_: initial entry
conditions alone
( 20 )
The maximum deceleration experienced by a reentry vehicie
depends solely upon the initial flight path angle and the
initial velocity. The altitude density at which the maximum
deceleration occurs is
==_ $inOf ÷pfP* CDA
and the velocity at maximum deceleration is
V(._.)._ =0.607 x Vf
16
A generalized aerodynamic convection heating analysis
is given in ref 7:182_189-190. The effects of gaseous
imperfections and shock wave boundary-layer interactions are
neglected. Prandlt number is assumed constant_ and Reynolds
analogy is applicable. For reentry from low earth orbits_
convection is the only meaningful mode of heat transfer°
(9:482) Thus, the aerodynamic heating environment of the
capsule during reentry can be sufficiently modeled by
convection heat transfer analysis alone.
The total heat input into the vehicle is a function of
the vehicle's aerodynamic and geometrical properties and its
velocity.
The average heat flow rate per unit area is a function o_
altitude, skin friction coefficient, and vehicle veiocity_
24
The maximum average heat flow rate per unit area :ks
17
The maximum average heat flow for a given body is a function
of the initial reentry state. The altitude at which the
maximum average heat flow rate occurs is
H=Hf- In 2Bmsinef
26)
The velocity, maximum deceleration, total heat_ maximum
average heat flow rate per unit area, and altitude at
maximum average heat flow rate are calculated for ballistic
reentry for initial reentry flight path angles, ranging from
five to 90.0 degrees. Since atmospheric drag does not
appreciably effect a spacecraft with a short orbit curation
until about ='_(.nmi (_:153)__ the initial reentry, veiocii_'v,
and density, of the capsule are its velocity and density at
50 nmi. Assuming reentry from a circular orbit the velQci_y
of the capsule is obtained from (2:34)
27)
Vf= 25733.0 ft/s
The initial reentry density is obtained form (7:12)
-BH
p=Po c
pf= 2.333 x 10 .9 slugs/ft 3
18 i
28)
The initial reentry velocity and density are both constants_
therefore, the initial flight path angle is the only iJTitiai
reentry state variable. The mass of the avionics rec(overy
vehicle is assumed to be 10,000 Ibm and its geomet_-y is
based on the a!oproximated geometry used for drag coefficient
cai cul ati ons.
The ballistic reentry results are represented in
Figures 12 to 16. Reasonable results are obtained except at
altitudes below about 90;000 ft. This results from the
variation in drag coefficient associat'ed with Math number's
below Mach five. However, the general trend in the reent_-y
parameters is displayed and the data extrapolated to rite
lower altitudes. The maximum deceleration for'ce is directll ''
proportional to the initial reentry flight path angle ar_(_
ranges from -14 g's to -161 g_s; thus, the larger the
initial flight path angle the slower the capsule velocity a_
parachute recovery system deployment. The total heat varies
inversely with initial reentry flight path angle whi!e tlne
average heat "flow rate varies directly with flight path
angle. High initial flight path angles are desired to
reduce the weight and size of the capsule's ablative ineat
shield; however, the penalty in structural size and weight
needed to sustain the high deceleration loads offsets this
advantage. In fact, due to the high deceleration force
associated with ballistic entry, only reentry at an initial
flight path angle equal to five degrees is practical. The
19
relationships between velocity, Math number, deceleration,
and average heating rate with altitude for ballistic reentry
at an initial flight path angle equal to five oegrees are
represented in Figures 17 to 20.
Reentry at Lift-to-Draq Ratios between 0 _5. and i.00
First order solutions for velocity and flight !_ath
angles at lift-to-drag ratios between 0.25 and 1.00 at
initial flight path angles, ranging from three to i5.0
degrees, is also given in ref 7:74-75. The flight path
angle at any time after atmospheric reentry is a function of
lift-to-drag ratio, vehicle geometry, and altitude.
i I
(291 _
The velocity is a function of the lift-to-drag ratio, Filgnn
path angle, and initial reentry state.
<30
The vehicles instantaneous deceleration is given b"
(ii 0,)_,_ -B(=,e-_se,),,,_=_ ,-
-_-_
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and the maximum deceleration is
(32)
where
8= T 1+ 0 -1
Therefore, for a given lift-to-drag ratio, the maximum
deceleration is a function of initial reentry fligh_ patc_
angle and initial reentry velocity. The velocity at winich
the vehicle experiences maximum deceleration is
and the altitude density at maximum deceleration is
• cos 8 - cos 8_
---- ÷
coA  ,
Using the same assumptions as those made for tlne
ballistic aerodynamic heating analysis, a generalized
aerodynamic convection heating analysis for reentry at
lift-to-drag ratios between 0.25 and 1.00 for initial
reentry flight path angles, ranging from three tG 15.0
.35 _
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degrees is also given in ref 7:188. The total Ineat absorbed
by the reentry body is a function of the vehicle's geometrfc
and aerodynamic properties and velocity.
(36 )
The average heat flow rate per unit area is a function of
vehicle geometry_ lift-to-drag ratio _flight pazh angle, ano
the initial reentry state.
A 2 CDA L/D
-3(0,- o)]L/D < :=7)
The maximum average heat flow rate per unit area is
'38)
where
Oa =_-I{_), $in-IL/D
cos Of
39)
Thus, for a given vehicle and a given lift-to-drag ratio the
maximum average heat flow is dependan_ on the initial
reentry state.
The velocity_ maximum deceleration_ total heat
absorbed_ average maximum heating rate per unit area, -flight
path angle at maximum heat flow rate, and the angle at
maximum deceleration are calculated for reentry with
L/D equal to 0.25 at initial flight path angles ranging from
three to 15.0 degrees. Results of these calculations are
represented in Figures 21 through 26. As with ballistic
entry_ the deceleration and the average heat flow rate i:_oti7
vary directly with initial flight path angle while total
heat varies inversely with flight path angle. The
difference in both total heat absorbed and average heating
rate between reentry with L/D equal to 0.25 and ballistic
reentry is negligible. However_ the difference in magnitude
between the maximum deceleration forces is dramatic. For-
reentry with L/D equal to 0.25 the maximum deceleration
force ranges from around negative three g_s to -32 g_s.
Thus_ reentry with L/D equal to 0.25 is preferable to
ballistic entry. The difference in total heat absorbed
between reentry at large initial flight path angles and
reentry at small initial flight path angles is negligible
compared to the difference in deceleration forces. Thus_
the capsule is designed to enter the earth's atmosphere at
an initial flight path angle equal to three degrees with a
lift-to-drag ratio of 0.25. This reentry trajectory
minimizes the total weight of the avionics recovery vehicle.
The relationships between velocity, Mach number, flight path
angle_ deceleration, and average heating rate with altitude
for reentry with L/D equal to 0.25 at an initial flight path
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angle equal to three degrees are represented in Figures 27
through 31. The angles at maximum deceleration and maximum
heat flow rate and the altitude density at maximum
deceleration for reentry witln L/D equal to 0.25 at an
initial flight path angle of three degrees are:
0 = 0.603 deg
Oa= 0.840 deg
p* = 0.0002869 slugs/3/ft
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AVIONICS CAPSULE STRUCTURAL DESIGN
The initial structural design presented here for the
avionics reentry vehicle is based upon the structure of the
Apollo capsule. Just as in the Apollo capsule_ the
Shuttle-C caosule has an internal structure of beams a;no
bulkheads covered by an outer skin. The reentry vehicle
differs from the Apollo capsule in that it has six rather
than four internal formers, it _iso has more bulkheads _ue
to the larger si_e of the capsule. (10:Vi-I)
The structural design of the capsule section is
0
depicted in Figure 32A-D. The sizing o; the major
structural components of the capsule is based upon _he 4 Q
maximum reentry load anticipated. The reentry load is
selected as the worst case loading because it is the nlgnest
load encountered during the mission. The size of the main
structural formers in the base of the capsule (Figure 32B
is determined using the plastic hinge method to determine
the ultimate moment experienced by these members (Ref_ iI
The plastic hinge method determines ultimate moment by
predicting the failure mechanism of a structure. The
internal work done by the resisting moment of the beam and
the external work done by the load are equated. The
equation that results gives the ultimate moment of the beam
as a function of the load.
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Figure 33 shows the anticipated failure mechanism of
the main structural members in section A-A. Several
assumptions were made to determine the load P_. The load is
assumed to be one-sixth of the total reentry load because
the load is divided equally among the six formers and is
assumed to be concentrated along the centerline of ti-_e
capsule. In addition, the contribution of the skin in
resisting the deflection due to the load is neglected.
These assumptions present the highest load that could occur
on the former. Actual loading will probably be lower since
the load is distributed about the base of the capsule and is
resisted by the skin.
The internal work done by the deflecting beam and the
external work done by the for_e F'_ can be equated to get
equation 40.
P_a = M_2 8 ( 4 L'i)
Using the geometry of the failure mechanism, the
displacement and turning angle can be eliminated by
substituting equation 41 into 40 to obtain equation 42.
8 8
mnE=_ =--21 41
l
Me = Pu E <42
Equation 42 represents the ultimate moment experienced
by the beam in terms of the load. With a load of 7333 ilbs
(i.e. one-sixth of the 4-g reentry load) the ultimate moment
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is _'_'_ 8 ft-ibf Beams in section A-A are selected usinrj
this moment as a criteria. The side formers of section
A-A through D-D are made of the same material as the base
formers-. These formers are made this size because _-hev.., _IILLSt
transmit the moment from tlne base formers to tlne bulkheads.
Formers from section D-D through F-F are reduced in size to
save weight. This reduction can be made without a loss :in
strength because these formers do not directly resist the
reentry load. The formers from section F-F to H-H are again
reduced in size because they do not resist the reentry load.
In addition., the section from F-F up is a closed volume
making it inherently more rigid.
Aluminum alloy 7178-T6 is used for ali structural
components. This material is chosen because it has a Inigh
ultimate strength., and is commonly used for aircraft
structures. (1 _-" 115)
As stated in the previous section: structural members
are sized using ultimate moment as a criterion. The
ultimate moment that the I-beam formers can withstand is
determined from the Tollowing formula. (13:10c]I)
MufF.S (_3)
Where FTa is the ultimate tensile strength and S is the
section modulus.
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Table 3 lists the structural members_ standard
specification numbers for the sections used, and the weights
of tlne members. The covering for the conic surface o÷ the
capsule is not included in tlnis list because it is part ,of
the thermal protection system. Identification letteJ_s 4or
tlne various parts refer to Figure 34. Figures __._, 36_, _,nrl.......
37 show tlne beam sections used in the formers.
Table 3 Structural Specifications
Member" Nomenclature Section I.D. No. Weight Total
Each(ib) Weight(ib)
a Base Plate .25" plate 1 1055.9 1055.9
b Release N/A 1 50.0 50.0
Mechanism
c Base Former S 851-C _'' 6 21.9 i31.1
d Main Side S 851-C 6 27.0 i62.1
Former
e Secondary S 851-A= 6 10.8 64.7
Side Former
f Tip Former 853-F = 6 0.7 4.2
g Bulkhead B .125" plate 1 311.5 311.5
h Bulkhead C .125" plate 1 _._ =_..2
i Bulkhead D .125" plate 1 148.8 148.8
j Bulkhead E .125" plate I 82.4 82.4
k Bulkhead F1 .125" plate 1 28.2 28.2
I Bulkhead F2 .125" plate 1 57.3 57.13
m Ring .125" plate 1 4.8 4.8
Former G
n Ring .125" plate 1 3.7 3.7
Former H
o Avionics Bay .125" plate 4 72.7 29(].9
Sides
TOTAL 2615.7
" Member identification refers to Figure 34.
** See Figure 351 , ..6=2, "3,TM _ for section dimensions
properties.
an d
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AVIONICS PACKAGE
The Shuttle-C avionics package is housed in tine
reentry capsule. The avionics package is extracted from
the capsule, reducing the weight supoorted by the parachute
recovery system, and glides to a pinpoint landing _nder the
flexible wing. The package is equipped with shock adsorbing
skids which cushion impact. Figure 38 shows a cutaway view
of the proposed avionics package and the avionics package
dimensions. Included in Figure 38 is a detail drawing of
the skids on the base of the package.
The avionics package contains four batteries for p_wer
and a control system for the ram-air decelerator. A
projected weight breakdown of the components of the avionics
package is located in Table 4.
Table 4. Avionics Module Component Weights
Component
Structure Weight
(includes skids)
Batteries
Avionics
Control System
Weight(ibs)
500
600
1000
50
TOTAL 2150
The control system, for the avionics package consists of
three subsystems: the automatic guidance, navigation, and
control system, remote control system, and the servo
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actuator system as slnown in Figure 38. The automatic
guidance system is designed to autonomously place the
package in the vicinity of the landing area. After the
module is within visual range, a ground operator wili guide
the package to a soft landing_ using the remote control
system. The automatic and remote control guidance system
gives control input to the flexible wing through the servo
actuators. The servo actuators control the flexible wing by
reeling in and letting out control lines.
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THERMALPROTECTION SYSTEM
The thermal protection system for the reentry vehicle
is divided into two basic parts. The first part is the
ablative heat shield which protects the vehicle from the
greatest heat transfer. The secondary shield protects the
sides and top of the vehicle in areas of lower heat
transfer. The capsule shape_ a blunt body, conforms to the
proper shape for extreme hypersonic aerodynamic conditions..
The ablative heat shield is attached to the capsule base.
The secondary heat shield covers the remainder of the
shroud. Figure 7 shows the shape and dimensions of the
capsule. The ablative heat shield and the secondary heat
shield characteristics are discussed below.
Ablative Heat Shield
For rapid deceleration in the lower atmosphere aDiative
thermal protection systems are efficient and effective.
(7:200-201) Heat is dissipated in the sublimation o_ the
ablative material and convected away in the resulting
gaseous efflux. Plus_ as the ablative material burns it
leaves behind a char layer that acts as an insulator_
further lowering the heat transferred to the interior
structure. (14:1-6)
A carbon phenolic shield is chosen as the ablative neat
shield because of its low thermal conductivity. Carbon
phenolic is 90% carbon_ 7% oxygen, and 3% hydrogen. (15:6)
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Thus, the density of phenolic carbon is slightly higher than
carbon or approximately
= 0.085 Ibm.m3
A rough approximation for the volume loss raise and mass loss
rate is obtained from data given in ref 16:266-267,269..
m c_ = 0.0001582 Ibm /s
Vc,=o.oo19385in3/s
Assuming an effective heating time of about 20 minutes based
on the Mercury missions and an average heat shield thickness
of 0.32 in. across the base of the capsule, the weight o<
the carbon phenolic shield is approximately 1000 ibm.
Secondary Thermal Protection System
Based on experiences from the Mercury program, tine side
wall maximum temperature is estimated to be no grea_er than
2500 F (16:2). From this assumption, thermal protection
systems are examined in terms of their ability to keeo the
internal structure cool, the weight of the sys'tem, and the
simplicity in the system. The different thermal protection
systems investigated included silicon tiles, ceramic plates,
structurally cooled systems, and insulated molybdenum
structures.
The only system that meets all three criteria is tlne
insulated molybdenum system. Figure 7 sho_s a cross-section
view of the lower secondary heat shield. The outer _._ai] _is
an alloy of coated molybdenum with a thickness of .0_20
inches. The selection of molybdenum is based on the metals
extremely high melting point of 4734 F. To keep the
internal structure cool over the entire time of reentry_ tine
system requires insulation. In experimental tests at Bei!l
Laboratories; the necessary insulation thickness for the
system was found to be .75 inches of ADL-17 packaoeO powder
insulation. Following the insulation is .75 inches of
airspace. A regenerative water cooling system absorbs any
excess heat. The water runs through tubing into the airsoace
surrounding the aluminum skin. By spraying the water into
the airspace, and circulating the water through piping
behind the aluminum skin, the internal temperature of the
reentry capsule will remain at or below 200 F. At 200 i--
aluminum retains 98% of its strength. (17: I11-121).
The weight of the insulated molybdenum is the next ar-ea
of concern. In the Bell Laboratories: experimen_ (see Table
5) three different amounts of insulation were used with
varying amounts of water in the coolant system. The test
system chosen, as described above, has an overall density of
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4.086 ibs/ft 2. Although the .75 inch thick insulation
system requires more water than the other two insulation
systems, the reduction in insulation weight offsets the
weight penalty of the additional water. The total weight of
the thermal protection system is then found by multiplying
the density of the secondary heat sinield by the surfa(ze al'ea
of the capsule side. The total weight is 2500.0 Ibs.
including 500 ibs of water for the cooling system.
Table 5 Comparison of three types o÷ molybdenum heat
shields; mission requires low weight and low skin
temperature.
TEST INSULATION DENSITY WEIGHT WATER TOTAL SKIN
RUN THICKNESS WEIGHT WEI[GHT TEMP.
1 1 5 in. 3 924 2211 3 0 0 _.... _ 11.3 1000 F
2 1.5 in. 4.299 2422.4 357.8 2780.3 200 F
3 0.75 in. 3.549 2000.0 485.0 2485.0 2()0 F
The coolant system requires a titanium water tank_ The
tank is composed of a .035 inch thick titanium plate rolied
into a cylinder capped by two spherical ends (17:138). The
radius of the cylinder and the spheres is two feet. The
length of the cylinder section is 3.25 feet. Tlne total
weight of the water tank is calculated to be 74.7 Ibs.
Although, the molybdenum system is not the least dense
system available, it is the least complex system to build.
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Other systems_ such as silica tiles_ are less dense but are
more costly to manufacture. The molybdenum system offers a
quick and easy solution to reentry temperature problems on
the side walls of the capsule.
Since weight is a major concern of this project_ a
different heat shield is used for the uppermost portion of
the capsule. As the distance from the base increases_ the
temperature decreases. Mercury flights discovered (see
Figure 39) that at the farthest area from the shock wave
during reentry, in this case the tip of the capsule_
temperatures were in the range of 1200 F (18:3). The metal
selected is beryllium. Beryllium has a melting point of
2300 F_ adequate for temperature ranges from 1000 to 2000 F.
Although beryllium_s melting point is lower than
molybdenum_s_ the low weight of beryllium offsets the loss
in safety margin. Beryllium_s density is 115 ibs/cubic
feet_ while molybdenum_s is 637.6 Ibs/cubic feet. The
difference in density results in a weight savings of
approximately 628.8 ibs. (19:51(}i 1-13). The capsule tip
will also be cooled using the water system described above.
The insulation for the top section will be .75 inches thick
with a weight of ten pounds. The total weight of the u0per
section of the secondary heat shield will be 154.4 Ibs. No
developmental problems are foreseen with the beryllium
casing.
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Overall, the secondary heat shield should adequately
protect the avionics from the extreme temperatures
experienced during reentry. The molybdenum section of the
heat shield will take the brunt of the heat on the side
walls. DurinQ further thermodynamic tests the insulation
thickness may be able to be varied to further reduce the
weight,of the molybdenum section of the heat slnield.
Table 6 lists a breakdown of the weights for the heat
shield. Note the total weight for the entire secondary heat
shield is 2,727.7 Ibs.
Table 6 Weight breakdown and thickness of the
secondary heat shield for the top and sides of
the Shuttle-C reentry capsule.
HEAT SHIELD ITEM DENSITY AREA WEIGHT
(Ib/ft _) (ft 2) (Ib)
Insulated Molybdenum
molybdenum
insulation
aluminum skin
coolant feed lines
Cooling System
water
tank
Insulated Beryllium
beryllium
insulation
coolant feed lines
.TOTAL WEIGHT
3.549 563.5 2000.0
1.700 563.5 957.9
4_ii.60.750 563.5 _
0.775 563.5 436.7
0.324 563.5 182.7
0.861 578.4 573.(])
0.861 578.4 a98.0
0.819 91.1 74.7
10.65 14.5 154.4
9.58 14.5 138.9
0.75 14.5 i(].8
0.33 14.5 4.7
,*" / .*'".."• 1
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THE REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM
The Shuttle-C must have full control authority over its
six degrees of motion. By incorporating the existing No_=
reaction control system into the Shuttle-C program, the
desired maneuverability performance of tlne vehicle will be
attained with low development cost. The next two sections
deal with the Shuttle-C avionics, thrusters, and fuel
needed.
Guidance, Navigation and Control Avionics
One of the primary requirements of the Slnuttle-C s/stem
is to " have autonomous GN&C and systems management
systems". (16:3-,66).i.:, Since GN._.C_,is require_ to contr_ l_ ya_
and pitch for successful reentry, certain avionics oackages
are needed. In order to keep a final recoverable weight
around 2000 ibs, certain avionic equipment is deemed
expendable. Table 7 lists the location and the weigint of
the equipment needed. Equipment listed in the avionics
package is recoverable. All other equipment will be
destroyed during reentry.
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Table 7 Weight and Location Breakdown o_ Avionics Equipment
EQUIPMENT QUANTITY LOCATION WEIGHT (ibs>
GN&C 1 Avionics package 164
IMU 3 GN&C i26
Rate Gyros 3 GN&C 30
Accel. 3 GN&C 8
COMMUNICATIONS 1
S-Band Trans. 2
Signal Processor 2
Power Amp 2
RF combiner 1
Recorder 1
• Hemi-Ant 2
Low Gain Antenna 1
DATA MANAGEMENT 1
Computer 3
Multiplexers MDM 6
Signal Conds. 9
PCMMV/PDI 2
Timing Unit 1
Timer Buffer 1
ELECTRICAL POWER 1
Batteries 4
Batteries 4
Power Distr.
Power Distr.
D.C. Distr.
D.C. Distr.
Power Control 1
Power Control 1
Load Distrib.
Distr & Control I
Battery Charger 1
Cabling
Avionics package
Communications
Communications
Communications
Communications
Communications
Communications
Communications
Avionics package
Data Management
Data Management
Data Management
Data Management
Data Management
Data Management
Avionics Capsule
Avionics package
Cargo Bay
Capsule
Cargo Bay
Capsule
Cargo Bay
Avionics package
Cargo Bay
Capsule
Avionics package
Avionics package
Everywhere
131
30
30
..:,.."
12
19
5
3
668
292
i80
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30
5
3647
584
584
50
100
40
80
60
60
.J,
3C,
40
1984
total
total.
total
total
TOTAL EQUIPMENT WEIGHT:
Avionics package
Capsule
Cargo bay
1700
325
2300
Ibs.
ibs.
Ibs.
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Thrusters and Fuel
Since the Shuttle-C must maintain full authority over
all six degrees of motion. The number of thrusters equals
the number in the manned orbiter's nose. The only
difference is in the forward thruster locations, as slnown in
Figure 39. Since during reentry the capsule will Oe an
independent vehicle, the thrusters were spaced equally
around the capsule for 360 degrees of control. The for_ard
thrusters are placed so after separation of the shroud fr_-_m
the cargo bay, the shroud retains the six degrees of freedom
of motion. Six vernier thrusters are incorporated into fine
capsule in order to allow smooth docking procedures with the
space station.
In order to facilitate refueling operations at Kennedy
Space Center, the thrusters will use the same fuel as the
manned space shuttle. The fuel wil_l be monomethyl
hydrazine, and the oxidizer will be nitrogen tetro;,ide
(1:46). The mix ratio will be 1.6 ibs of oxidizer to every
one pound of fuel. The weight of the fuel will be
determined based upon the on orbit stay time required of the
vehicle. The minimum propellant (oxidizer + fuel) will be
=.ti_ Ibs/module, enough for one day in orbit. The maximum
propellant weight will be 2418 Ibs./module, enough for eight
days in orbit. Helium, stored in a separate tank, will be
used to pressurize the propellant system. (18:138) All
three of the capsule tanks will be composed of .035 in.
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thick titanium. The oxidizer tank will be the largest with
a volume of 74.2 cubic feet. Because of its size it will be
in a cylindrical shape of 3.25 foot length and 2 foot
radius. The fuel tank will be a sphere with a radius of 2
feet. The helium tank will also be a sphere with a radius
of 1.6 feet. Figure 40. shows the locations of the __anks in
the shroud. (18: 138)
Table 8 Reaction Control System and Weight Breakdown
COMPONENT _UANTITY WEIGHT (Ibs)
OMS Engines 2
Primary Thrusters 38
Vernier Thrusters 6
Fuel Tank (hydrazine) 3
Oxidizer Tank 3
Helium Tank .3
20C:,0.0
955.0
44.4
-'".-',. 6
224. i
79.2
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THREE STAGE AERODYNAMICDECELERATORRECOVERYSYSTEM
The primary objective of the recovery system is to
extract the avionics package from the capsule and achieve a
safe, self reliant landing of the avionics package with no
resulting avionics damage. The recovery system is iocated
in the capsule directly above the avionics package.
(Figure 41) The data in the following table presents the
avionics package parameters needed for this decelerator
system.
Table 9. Avionics Package Specifications
Avionics Module
Height = 5 ft
Length = 4 ft
Width = 4 ft
Weight (recoverable weight)
Avionics = 1000 Ib
Structure = 500 ib
4 Batteries = 600 Ib
Control system = 50 ib
Total Weight = 2,150 ib
Maximum Acceptable Forward Speed
on Landing = 55 ft/s
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The following is a list of the general requirements and
specifications selected for the avionics package decelerator
subsystems:
Table 10. Parachute Recovery System Requirements
System Reliability
Performance Envelope
Landing Accuracy and Range
Low Recovery System Weight and Simplicity of design
Multiple Reuse
Simplicity of Maintenance and Operation
Environmental Hazards and Storage Capabilities
Low Development, Acquisition and Life Cycle cost
The decelerator subsystem reliability is considered
throughout the design phase due to the high cost of the
avionics. The performance envelope considered includes
supersonic operations_ high altitude performance, s_abiiity_
glide capabilities_ and impact attenuation. The relative
overall forces acting on the avionics package are consiciered
in designing the recovery system. The Recovery System
Besi_n Guide showed_ from tests_ that for a properly reefed
recovery system the snatch force experienced by the avioniss
package is less than the force exerted upon actual opening
_0.236) The recoveryof the decelerator (Figure 42) ( .
system design is kept as simple as possible while cutting
cost wherever possible. Hazards from out-gassing and the
harsh environment in space require that the individual
stages of the recovery system be packed in metal containers.
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(20:148) The recovery system packing process is a rather
simple method, which reduces long and short range c_c_st... Tine
decelerator is placed in the container and hydraulically
pressure packed. (20: 144) The e>'pected ].i.fe cycle o__ any'
component of the recovery system is dependent upon previous
mission conditions and will be determined on a case by case
basis. The recovery system is comprised of three stages: a
mortar deployed ribbon hemisflo, a conical ribbon, and a
ram-air fle>'ible wing.
Mortar Deployed Ribbon Hemisflo Drogue
The Tirst stage is a mortar deployed ribbon i-,emisflo
drogue which is deployed, at an altitude oT 65.._0()0 feet.,
after the tip of tlne slnroud has been blown off. Tlne drogue
stabilizes the capsule and decreases its velocity at second
stage deployment. Mortar deployment and a long attac:hing
bridal aid the drogue in overcoming wake efTects caused by
tine capsule (Figure 43) (Ref 21)., Tlne ribbon Inem:i. sfio
drogue can tolerate Ol:_ening speeds up to Math three. Des (g:__
parameters for 'Line ribbon Inemisflo drogue are located in
Tab i e I 1.
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Table ii. Ribbon Hemisflo Conical Drogue
Ribbon Hemisflo Conical Drogue
CD
Diameter
Number of Gores
Ribbon Strength
Weight
Pack Volume
Material
Material Weight
Drogue Bridal
Bridal Length
= .3
= 6 ft
= 16
= 10(}0 ib
= 45 Ib
= 1.89 ft =
= High Tension Nylon Webbing
= 1.4 ounce per square yard
= Type XXII Coreless Braided Nylon
= 180 ft
The drogue slows the I0_000 ib capsule to a speed of
Math one at an altitude of 45_000 ft. The drag created by
the drogue is used to extract the conical ribbon. At 45,000
ft explosive bolts are fired_ freeing the secon_ stage and
the avionics package. The avionics package rests on rollers
which enhance its vertical movement.
Conical Ribbon
The second stage is a Conical Ribbon that is extracted
from the shroud by the drogue. During opening, the conical
ribbon extracts the avionics package from the capsule.
(Figure 44) (Ref 22) The conical ribbon is designed to
reduce the opening speed of the third stage to approximately
135 ft/s. The following table gives specifications for the
second stage.
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Table _2 Conical Ribbon
Conical Ribbon
C D _ m6
Diameter = 12 ft
Number of Gores = 16
Ribbon Strength = 1000 ib
Weight = 90 ib
Pack Volume = 2.69 ft =
Material = High Tension Nylon Ribbon
Material Weight = 1.4 ounce per square yard
The opening loads and opening shock sustained by the
avionics package upon deployment of the second stage are
controlled by:
I) deploying the canopy lines first
2) ensuring that the canopy remains in the bag until
suspension line tension is achieved thereby
assuring more even line loading
3) the use of a ree_ing system
The reefing system is comprised of a flat circular plate_
which the suspension lines pass through. The flat circular
plate divides the suspension lines into four separate groups
and is attached to the base of the drogue bridal. The
drogue bridal passes through a cutter and then through the
apex of the conical ribbon (Figure 45). The cutter is
activated by lower lateral band tension _s the second s_age
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opens fully. Once the drogue is cut away the conical ribbon
forces the flat plate down the suspension lines to the riser
stops.
Since the drogue and second stage are detached from _he
avionics package they may inadvertently be lost. However,
60%-70% of the time they can be recovered. If homing
devices are placed on the drogue and second stage, the odos
of recovering them increase dramatically.
Ram-Air Inflated Aerodynamic Decelerator
The third and final stage of the avionics recovery
system is a ram-air aerodynamic decelerator. The ram-air
aerodynamic decelerator (flexible wing) is chosen for tlne
third stage due to its good performance characteristics.
The airfoil shape of the flexible wing provides optimal
range_ varied rates of descent and increased flight
performance. The following table presents the flexible winQ
design specifications.
Table 13. Ram-Air Aerodynamic Decelerator Specifica_zions
Ram-Air Aerodynamic Decelerator
Span =
Chord =
Aspect Ratio =
L/D =
Weight =
Pack Volume =
Material =
Material Weight =
87 ft
28 ft
3:1
3.5:1
I00 ib
2.89 ft =
Harris F-Ill low porosity nylon
I.Ii ounce per square yard
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The third stage is initiated at 40,000 ft when an
automatic activation device begins the third stage
deployment. The second stage extracts the flexible wing
from the top of the avionics package_ lines first to ensure
even line loading. A freebag, a deployment bag which
separates from the flexible wing upon opening, decreases
malfunction possibilities. When tension is reached the
freebag is opened by a locking stow which allows the
flexible wing to be extracted from the freebag. The second
stage is then detached from the third stage when the freebag
is released. The flexible wing airfoil is comprised of a
top skin, bottom skin and vertical cell dividers that are
made of a low porosity nylon. The top and bottom skins form
the airfoil shape and the cell dividers provide structu_a!
integrity (Figure 46). The front of the airfoil is open and
the rear of the airfoil is sewn slnut allowing ram-air
pressurization. Cross porting or holes in each of the
vertical cell dividers allows equal pressurization
throughout the airfoil. Vertical stabilizers are attached
to the outside bottom skin of the airfoil and extend
downward adding stability.
The avionics package is attached to the flexible wing
by suspension lines. The suspension lines are contained in
four groups which pass through a sliding reefing system, a
slider. The reefing system is made of the same low porosity
material that the flexible wing is made o-< with one sliding
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ring attached to each corner. Each of the four suspension
line groups pass through a respective sliding ring. Drag
causes the reefing system to remain at the bottom of the
airfoil, choking the decelerator_ until pressurization
forces are sufficient to force the reefing system down the
lines (Ref. 23).
The flexible wing airfoil has control lines attached to
the both sides of the airfoil tail. When the control lines
are pulled simultaneously the tail deflects downward
exchanging forward speed for lift, like flaps on an
aircraft. To turn left the left control line is pulled and
to turn right the right control line is pulled. An
automatic control system is incorporated into the recovery
subsystem for homing purposes and manual remote controlled
flight. The ram-air aerodynamic decelerator can practically
zero the rate of descent of the avionics package upon
landing; however, the forward velocity remains relatively
high. Therefore, skids are placed on the bottom of the
avionics package to facilitate any high landing velocities.
The third stage is the most complex of the three stages and
is designed for multiple missions.
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DISCUSSION
The initial Shuttle-C design proposal called for an
investigation into the recovery of the space shuttle main
engines. However_ since the proposal was submitted_ NASA
has specified that the SSME_s have a life span of ten
flights. (24:1) Thus_ if all Shuttle-C flights are made
with SSME_s that have already been used on nine previous
missions_ recovery of the SSME_s will be unnecessary.
The cost of the Shuttle-C avionics is estimated to 0e
approximately 150 million dollars. Furthermore_ this value
is increased by the current shortage of NSTS spare parts
(25:31) Recovery of the avionics will both lower the c,::_st
of the Shuttle-C program and help relieve the shortage in
spare parts.
Incorporation of the avionics reentry capsule within
the Shuttle-C design will not compromise the Shuttie-C _s
ability to fulfill NASA's design or mission requirements.
The Shuttle-C, including the reentry capsule_ will be
compatible with the existing National Space Transportation
System. To minimize cost and development time_ botln tine
Shuttie-C and the avionics reentry capsule will utilize
developed and proven space technology to the fullest extent
practical. The Shuttle-C with the additional weight o_ the
avionics reentry capsule will be capable of satisfying
NASA's primary mission requirement_ the piacemen_ oE at
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least i0('_,000 Ib into a 220 nmi low earth orbit with an
inclination angle of 28.5 deg.
The avionics capsule is designed for a low lift
reentry. Since considerable knowledge and experience Inas
been accumulated on the thi-s type of reentry_ development
time and cost will be minimized. The capsule utilizes an
ablative heat shield for protection against tlne heat
transfer experienced during deceleration through the earth's
atmosphere. For low lift reentry, ablative thermal
protection systems have proven extremely efficient. The
capsule is constructed to withstand a deceleration force of
up to four g_s; the maximum expected deceleration force is
roughly -3.30 g's. An autonomous guidance, navigation_ and
control system in conjunction with tlne reaction control
thrusters maintain trajectory control during reentry,
The avionics package is extracted from the capsule,
reducing the weight supported by the parachute recovery
system. The avionics package glides to a pinpoint landing
under the ram-air aerodynamic decelerator (flexible _ing).
The airfoil shape of the flexible wing provides optimal
range: varied rates of descent and increased flight
performance. The flexible wing can practically zero the
rate of descent of the avionics package; however, the
forward velocity remains relatively high. Therefore_ skios
are placed on the bottom of the avionics package to
facilitate high landing velocities.
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CONCLUSI ON
Tlne basic purpose of the Shuttle-C program is to
provide the United States space program with a low cost._
short development., heavy lift launch vehicle. To reduce the
life cycle cost of the Shuttle-C program._ an avionics
recovery system is incorporated into the Slnuttie-C vehicie.
The incorporation of the recovery system will not compromise
the Shuttle-C'_s ability to satisfy NASA's mission of design
requirements.
The capsules"s structural is designed to accommodate
the high deceleration loads experienced during reentry. An
ablative heat shield is used for protection against the
severe heat transfer_ and an independent guidance and
control system is used to provide control authoriLy over ai.].
six' degrees of freedom. At 65..000 ft. a three stage
recovery parachute system is initiated. This three stage
system will stabilize the capsule: decelerate tine ,:_-aps.ule.
pull the avionics from the capsule, and land the .avioni,-s
safely at Edward"s Air Force Base. The paracl7u_e recovery
system can be recovered and used in future missions.
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Figure 9. Reentry Capsule Angle of Attack anO
Coordinate System.
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Figure ic). Approximated Reentry_.Capsule Geometry.
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Figure 32A. Capsule Structural Design With
Dimensions: Side View and Sectional Views.
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Section A-A
Elevation 0'
Radius 9'2"
Figure 92B. Capsule Structural Design With
Dimensions: Side View and Sectional Views.
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Figure 32C. Capsule Structural Design With
Dimensions: Side View and Sectional Views.
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Section A-A
Elevation 0'
Radius 9'2"
Figure 32B. Capsule Structural Design With
Dimensions: Side View and Sectional Views.
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Figure 32D.
I
Capsule Structural DesiEn With
Dimensions: Side View and Sectional Views.
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Figure 33. Plastic Hinge Diagram.
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Fi gure 34. Capsule Structural Parts Identification.
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Figure 35. Ei,'trusion No. S 85i-C Dimensions anci
Properties.
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Cross Sectional Area = 1.67 in 2
Figure 36. Extrusion No. S 851-A Dimensions and
Properties.
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Cross Sectional Area = 0.27 in 2
Figure 37. Extrusion No 853-F Dimensions and F'r _ _• Q _ ._.r" .. _ .!_.
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Ribbon Hemisflo Drogue
180 ° Drogue Deployment Bridal
Figure 43. Ribbon Hemisflo Drogue anO Attachino Bridal..
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Conicai Ribbon (Second Stage)
Ram-air Inflated Third Stage
Avionics Module
Figure 44.
Conical Ribbon Parachute.
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